New Moon In Gemini: Get
Hungry And Open Your Eyes To
The New
BY LAURA LARRIVA

May 25th : New Moon in Gemini 12:44pm PST
It is more important than ever to allow diverse perspectives
into our being – to be shaped by the complexity and the
uniquenesses of the world we share with one another. Gemini is
the sign of the world-bridger, the communicator, the leaping
one of us who can move freely from one world, to another.
He is the one of us who pollinates each domain of our life
with the gifts from another and when healthy and free to
explore, the Gemini of us sings out from the chorus of life we
each are a part of.
With the moon in Gemini it becomes deeply nourishing for us to
refresh ourselves with the winds of change. Change begins when
we create space to allow the new in…a new way of seeing,
dancing, and being in the world. You may find yourself to be
more open, and curious…more hungry for your eyes to see anew.
Gemini is ruled by Mercury, the messenger of the Gods. What
gifts fly in on the wings of change in unexpected ways? Where
in your life feels dull, stuck, stagnant, heavy or
overburdened?
This new moon in Gemini, let the boundaries between you,
between one way of thinking and seeing, and another, blur. Let
the Trickster of you shake it up and revel in the creativity
that blooms from the new.
➳ Get Laura’s Free Ceremony & Ritual Guidebook HERE.

. . .
Also, QUEST deadline is May 31st
for Urban Howlers only!

Enter the wild | Call down the moon | Reclaim your instinct
| Live in rhythm | Explore what’s hidden | Stop playing small
| Unearth your wisdom | Stand in sovereignty | Embrace your
passion | Reconnect to life | Call in the elements
And LEAD.
Door Closes MAY 31st!

Sip a little more from Laura’s magic:
Wild Woman: You Belong To The Earth First
5 Signs The Earth Is Singing Through You
Read This If You Call Yourself A Wild Woman

#QUEST
HOWL WITH US ON FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, TWITTER &
PINTEREST.
SPREAD THE MAGIC:

